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SECTION 6SECTION 6

LINK LAYER T CHANNEL AND SUB-BAND C CHANNEL PROTOCOLSLINK LAYER T CHANNEL AND SUB-BAND C CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

6.1  General6.1  General

6.1.1 The link layer functions for T and sub-band C channels to transfer user data and signalling
shall be as defined in this section.

6.1.2 The P and R channels, described in Section 5, shall be used to set up T and sub-band
C channels as described in subsections 6.5 and 8.6, respectively.

6.2  Link interface data unit (LIDU)6.2  Link interface data unit (LIDU)

6.2.1 The LIDU exchanged between the link layer and the subnetwork layer for transmission on the
T channel shall contain link interface control information (LICI) and link service data unit (LSDU), except that
the transmission status indication LIDU (Table 7.11) passed by the link layer to the subnetwork layer at the
transmitting end shall contain only LICI.

6.2.2 The LIDU exchanged between the link layer and circuit mode services and between the link
layer and AES/GES management functions for transmission on the sub-band C channel shall contain LICI
only.

6.2.3 Link interface control information (LICI)Link interface control information (LICI)

6.2.3.1 The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and the subnetwork layer shall be as
defined in Table 7.11.

6.2.3.2 The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and circuit mode services shall be as
defined in Table 8.2.1.  The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and subnetwork management
functions shall be as defined in Tables 9.1 and 10.1.

6.2.4 Link service data unit (LSDU)Link service data unit (LSDU)

6.2.4.1 The link service data unit (LSDU) shall contain link service user data and shall be extracted
from the LIDU received from the subnetwork layer.

6.3  Signal unit (SU)6.3  Signal unit (SU)

6.3.1 There shall be two lengths of SUs for the T channel and one length for the sub-band
C channel:

a) 48 bits, (6 octets): Burst identifier lone signal unit (LSU) (Appendix B,
Figure AS24) for T channel.

b) 96 bits, (12 Octets): Standard length SUs for T and sub-band C channels.
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6.3.2 Each SU of the SU set corresponding to an LIDU received from the satellite subnetwork
layer shall contain control information and user data.  The SUs of the SU set corresponding to an LIDU
received from the circuit-mode services and AES/GES management shall contain only control information.

6.3.3 LIDU-to-SU set mappingLIDU-to-SU set mapping

6.3.3.1 For LIDU comprised of LSDU and LICIFor LIDU comprised of LSDU and LICI

6.3.3.1.1 An LIDU shall be mapped into an SU set.  Each SU set shall comprise an “initial signal unit”
(ISU) followed by a maximum of sixty-three “subsequent signal units” (SSUs).  The first two octets of the
LSDU shall be mapped into the 2-octet user data field of the ISU (Appendix B, Figure AS21).  The
remaining octets shall be mapped into the 8-octets user data fields of the SSUs ordered by sequence numbers
(Appendix C, Item 59).  The number of SSUs shall depend upon the number of octets in the LSDU.  The
control information in each SU of the SU set shall be mapped from the information contained in the LICI and
the information generated by the internal link layer protocol processes.

6.3.3.2 For LIDU comprised of LICIFor LIDU comprised of LICI

6.3.3.2.1 For an LIDU containing LICI only, the SU set shall be generated by mapping the information
contained in the LICI and generated by the internal link layer processes into the fields of the control
information of the appropriate SU.

6.3.4 SU set-to-LIDU mappingSU set-to-LIDU mapping

6.3.4.1 An SU set shall be mapped into an LIDU before being passed to the link service user.

6.3.4.2 For an SU set with SU(s) containing user data, the resulting LIDU shall contain LSDU and
LICI.  The LSDU of the resulting LIDU shall be reassembled by combining the user data field of each SU of
the received complete SU set.  The associated LICI shall be generated from the control information in the
SUs.

6.3.4.3 For an SU set with SU(s) containing no user data, the resulting LIDU shall contain only
LICI.  The LICI shall be generated from the control information in the received SUs.

6.3.5 Signal unit formatSignal unit format

6.3.5.1 The formats for all SUs transmitted on the T and sub-band C channels shall be as shown in
Appendix B.  The signal unit field mapping and the transmission order of the bits shall be as shown in
Figure AS0.  The signal unit field coding and definitions shall be as described in Appendix C.

6.3.5.2 SUs not recognized by the receiving link layer shall be ignored.

Note.! SUs not specified in Appendix B may be in use under mutual agreement between an AMSS service
provider and an AMSS user for non-safety services.
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6.4  T channel transmission protocol6.4  T channel transmission protocol

Note.! In this subsection, the use of the terms “AES” and “GES” refer to the link layer functions for the
T channel transmission protocol within the AES and the GES.

6.4.1 GeneralGeneral

6.4.1.1 The link layer functions for the T channel transmission protocol shall be as defined in
subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3.

6.4.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.4.2.1 Upon receiving an LIDU, the AES shall generate an SU set according to subsection 6.3.3.1.

Note.! LIDUs are assigned reference numbers by the T channel reservation protocol.

6.4.2.2 SU transmissionSU transmission.  SUs shall be transmitted on the T channel in burst reservations.  Among
all the SUs awaiting transmission, the oldest SU of the SUs with the highest Q number shall always be
transmitted first.  The ISU or the RTX SU of an SU set shall always be transmitted before the SSUs, and the
SSUs shall be transmitted in the descending order of their sequence numbers (Appendix C, Item 59).  A
burst identifier SU (Appendix B, Figure AS24) shall be transmitted at the beginning of each burst (as
specified in subsection 4.4.3.4).  Whenever, during a burst transmission, there is no SU available for
transmission, a fill-in SU (Appendix B, Figure AS23) shall be transmitted.  However, if no SUs are available
at the start of a burst reservation, the AES shall inhibit the transmission of the corresponding burst.

6.4.2.3 For RLSFor RLS.  For each transmitted SU set the AES shall do the following:

a) Respond to each T channel acknowledgement (TACK) SU sent by the destination GES
via the P channel in response to the SU set as follows:

1) When the TACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS16B) indicates that the SU set has
been completely received at the GES, the AES shall send a transmission status
indication LIDU indicating success (Table 7.11) to the link service user.

2) When the TACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS16B) indicates that the entire SU
set has been lost, the AES shall retransmit the entire original SU set.

3) When the TACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS16B) indicates missing SUs at the
GES, if no more TACK SUs indicating more missing SUs of the same SU set are
expected, or if one or more TACK SUs are expected but none is received within
tA5 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the previous TACK SU was received,
the AES shall retransmit the missing SUs as indicated in the received TACK SUs.
A retransmission header (RTX) SU (Appendix B, Figure AS22) shall be
transmitted before any retransmitted SU.  Then, if any further TACK SU
indicating missing SUs associated with the same SU set is received before the
entire retransmission SU set has been retransmitted, the AES shall discard the
received TACK SU.
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However, the AES shall not transmit the same set, either the original SU set or a
retransmission SU set, more than three times.  If, after the third transmission, the AES
receives a TACK SU that would result in a fourth transmission of the same SU set, the
AES shall send a transmission status indication LIDU indicating the failure to the link
service user and shall cease processing that SU set.

b) If an acknowledgement, associated with the SU set, is not received from the destination
GES within tA4A seconds (Appendix D) from the time the last SU in the set (either the
original SU set or a retransmission set of SUs corresponding to the original SU set)
was transmitted or, as specified in subsection 6.5.2.6 b), discarded, the AES shall
transmit a request for acknowledgement (RQA) SU (Appendix B, Figure AS30).
Thereafter, the AES shall command the selection of an R channel frequency and then
shall retransmit the RQA SU every tA4B seconds (Appendix D) from the time the
previous RQA SU was transmitted, until a corresponding TACK SU is received.
However, if a corresponding TACK SU is not received within tA4B seconds from the
time the fifth RQA SU was transmitted, the AES shall send a transmission status
indication LIDU indicating failure (Table 7.11) to the link service user in the AES and
shall cease processing that SU set.

6.4.3 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.4.3.1 The GES shall reassociate and reorder the SUs received from a logged-on AES according to
their AES IDs, Q numbers, reference numbers, and sequence numbers, defined in Appendix C.  A received
SSU shall be discarded if the corresponding ISU or RTX SU has not been received.

Note.! The AES ID associated with a T channel burst could be determined either from the burst ID SU, if
received, or any other SU, within the same burst, that contains an AES ID field.

6.4.3.2 Following the receipt of an ISU, the GES shall determine whether or not any more SSUs
corresponding to the SU set headed by the received ISU are expected from the AES according to the
following criterion:

No more SSUs corresponding to the SU set are expected if either the last SSU of the set, or
an SU from the same AES but with a lower Q number, or an SU from the same AES with
the same Q number but with a different reference number, or a fill-in SU with the same AES
ID, is received.

6.4.3.3 When no more SUs corresponding to an SU set are expected, the GES shall determine
whether or not there are any missing SUs in the received SU set.  The GES then shall do the following:

a) If the SU set is complete, send a T channel acknowledgement (TACK) SU
(Appendix B, Figure AS16B) indicating that no SUs are missing, assemble an LIDU
from the SU set according to subsection 6.3.4, and pass it to the appropriate link
service user.
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b) If the SU set is incomplete, transmit one or more TACK SUs identifying the missing
SUs to the AES, according to the following:

1) If more than 42 or less than 4 SUs of the SU set are missing, only one TACK SU
(Appendix B, Figure AS16B) shall be sent.  In the first case the TACK SU shall
indicate a request for the retransmission of the entire SU set, while in the second
case it shall indicate a request for retransmission of all missing SUs.

2) Otherwise, a maximum of 14 TACK SUs (Appendix B, Figure AS16B)
indicating all missing SUs shall be sent to the AES.

6.4.3.3.1 If the received SU set is a retransmission of an SU set awaiting completion at the GES, the
GES shall use these sets to form a new SU set that is as complete as possible prior to sending an
acknowledgement as given in subsection 6.4.3.3 a) and b).

6.4.3.3.2 For each completed SU set, the GES shall discard all subsequent SU sets (complete or
incomplete) with the same Q number, AES ID, and reference number, until an SU set with the same
Q number, AES ID, and the paired reference number (according to the pairing scheme given in
subsection 6.5.2.2) is received.

6.4.3.4 Following the reception of an RTX SU (Appendix B, Figure AS22), the GES shall
determine, according to the criterion described in 6.4.3.2, whether or not any more SUs corresponding to the
retransmission set, headed by the received RTX SU, are expected from the AES.  When no more SUs are still
expected, the GES shall insert the retransmitted SUs into the appropriate (incomplete) SU set and shall
acknowledge as specified in 6.4.3.3.

6.4.3.5 The GES shall respond to a request for acknowledgement (RQA) SU received from the AES
by retransmitting the latest previously sent set of TACK SUs corresponding to the SU set indicated in the
RQA SU.  If the RQA SU identifies an SU set not received at the GES, the GES shall send a TACK SU
requesting the retransmission of the entire SU set.

6.4.3.6 If the GES receives an ISU with the same AES ID and Q number as those of an SU set
awaiting completion and with a reference number equal to the reference number paired with the reference
number of the SU set according to the pairing scheme given in subsection 6.5.2.2, the GES shall discard the
awaiting SU set.

6.5  T channel reservation protocol6.5  T channel reservation protocol

Note.! In this subsection, the use of the terms “AES” and “GES” refer to the link layer functions for the
T channel reservation protocol within the AES and the GES.

6.5.1 GeneralGeneral

6.5.1.1 The link layer functions for the T channel reservation protocol shall be as defined in
subsections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3. 
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6.5.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.5.2.1 Upon receipt of an LIDU containing an LSDU exceeding thirty-three octets, the AES shall
route the LIDU to the T channel protocol.

Note.! An LIDU containing an LSDU of thirty-three octets or less may be routed to R channel protocol or
T channel protocol.

6.5.2.2 Before passing the LIDU to the T channel transmission protocol, the AES shall assign an
available (not currently assigned) reference number (Appendix C, Item 46) to it.  If a reference number is not
assigned to an LIDU, the LIDU shall be stored until one is assigned to it.  Each assignment of a reference
number shall be to the oldest received LIDU without a reference number.  The reference numbers for
assignment to T channel LIDUs shall be defined in pairs as (0,1); (2,3); (4,5); (6,7); (8,9); (10,11);
(12,13); (14,15).  Once released, a reference number from a pair shall not be reassigned until the other
number from the pair has been assigned and released.  The AES shall not assign a reference number from a
pair whose other number has just been released until a reference number from each pair that was available for
assignment before the release has been assigned.  The assigned reference number shall be used by both the
T channel transmission protocol and the T channel reservation protocol.

6.5.2.3 To request a reservation for the transmission of an SU set, the AES shall send a reservation
request (REQ) SU to the GES indicating the reference number, Q number and the length of the SU set to be
transmitted.

6.5.2.4 The AES shall transmit a REQ SU on the R channel (Appendix B, Figure AS29) or on the
T channel (Appendix B, Figure AS4B) to the GES in accordance with the following criterion:

The T channel shall be used if the AES is currently transmitting a T channel burst and there
is enough room to accommodate the REQ SU or if there is a T channel burst due to start in
the next 8-second time window; otherwise, the R channel shall be used.

6.5.2.5 When the T channel is used for transmitting a REQ SU to the GES, the requested length
shall be increased by one SU.

6.5.2.6 After sending a REQ SU to the GES, the AES shall do the following:

a) If the T channel was used for a REQ SU transmission, and neither a coresponding
reservation (RES) SU (Appendix B, Figure AS11) nor a corresponding reservation
forthcoming (RFC) SU (Appendix B, Figure AS13) is received from the GES within
tA6 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the REQ SU was sent on the T channel, the
AES shall send the REQ SU again on the T or R channel, in accordance with
subsection 6.5.2.4, with the requested transmission length equal to the length last
requested or incremented by one if T channel is used.  The AES shall then proceed as
in subsection 6.5.2.6.

b) If the R channel was used for the REQ SU transmission, and neither a corresponding
RES SU nor a corresponding RFC SU is received from the GES within tA7 seconds
(Appendix D) from the time the REQ SU was sent on the R channel, the AES shall
command the selection of an R channel frequency and send the REQ SU again on the T
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or R channel, in accordance with subsection 6.5.2.4, with the requested transmission
length equal to the length last requested or incremented by one if T channel is used.
The AES shall then proceed as in subsection 6.5.2.6.  However, if tA7 seconds elapse
after the fifth consecutive transmission of a REQ SU on the R channel without receiving
any corresponding RES SU or RFC SU from the GES, the AES shall abort the
reservation procedure for the corresponding LIDU and shall discard the number of SUs
specified in the last transmitted REQ SU.  If an ISU is amongst the SUs discarded, the
AES shall then discard the complete SU set headed by the discarded ISU even if this
shall result in discarding more SUs than the number of SUs specified in the REQ SU.
The AES shall then send a transmission status indication LIDU (Table 7.11) indicating
failure to the appropriate link service user in the AES corresponding to that completely
discarded SU set.  If an ISU is amongst the SUs discarded, the AES shall then discard
the complete SU set headed by the discarded ISU even if this shall result in discarding
more SUs than the number of SUs specified in the REQ SU.  The AES shall then send
a transmission status indication LIDU (Table 7.11) indicating failure to the appropriate
link service user in the AES corresponding to that completely discarded SU set.  If an
RTX SU is amongst the SUs discarded, the AES shall discard the complete SU set
headed by the RTX SU.  If an REQ SU is amongst the SUs discarded, the AES shall
retransmit the REQ SU again on the R channel or the T channel in accordance with
subsection 6.5.2.4

c) If a RES SU corresponding to a REQ SU is received from the GES, the AES shall pass
the reservation information in the RES SU to the T channel transmission protocol.  The
starting frame number in the T channel burst reservation shall refer to either the current
frame number or one of the fifteen frames following the current frame number.

d) If an RFC SU corresponding to a REQ SU is received from the GES, the AES shall
compute tA8 (Appendix D), according to the delay specified in the RFC SU for the
expected RES SU to arrive.  The AES then shall do the following:

1) If no RES SU or RFC SU corresponding to that RFC SU set is received from the
GES within tA8 seconds from the time the RFC SU was received, the AES shall
send a REQ SU to the GES on the T or R channel in accordance with subsection
6.5.2.4 with the requested length equal to the length associated with the
corresponding RFC SU or incremented by one if the T channel is used and shall
proceed as in subsection 6.5.2.6.

2) If an RFC SU associated with the previously received RFC SU is received from
the GES, the AES shall update the corresponding tA8 according to the new delay
specified in the RFC SU.

3) If a RES SU corresponding to that RFC SU is received from the GES within tA8
seconds from the time the RFC SU was received, the AES shall pass the
reservation information in the RES SU to the T channel transmission protocol in
the AES.
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6.5.2.7 After the T channel transmission protocol in the AES receives a TACK SU set requesting the
retransmission of missing SUs, the AES shall compute tA8, according to the delay specified in the TACK SU
for the expected RES SU to arrive.  The AES then shall do the following:

a) If no RES SU or RFC SU corresponding to that TACK SU set is received from the
GES within tA8 seconds from the time the complete SU set was received, the AES
shall send a REQ SU to the GES on the T or R channel in accordance with
subsection 6.5.2.4 with the requested length equal to the number of missing SUs
identified in the TACK SU set plus on if the R channel is used or incremented by one
more if T channel is used and the AES shall then proceed as in subsection 6.5.2.6.

b) If an RFC SU associated with the previously received TACK SU set is received from
the GES, the AES shall update the corresponding tA8 according to the new delay
specified in the RFC SU.

c) If a RES SU is received from the GES within tA8 seconds from the time the complete
TACK SU set was received, the AES shall pass the reservation information in the RES
SU to the T channel transmission protocol in the AES.

Note.! The RFC flag field (Appendix C, Item 50) in the RES or RFC SU to distinguish between the RES or
RFC SUs associated with REQ SUs and those associated with TACK SUs or RFC SUs.

6.5.2.8 If a RES SU is received from the GES which does not correspond to any REQ SU sent by
the AES or to RFC SU or TACK SU received by the AES, the AES shall pass the reservation information in
the RES SU to the T channel transmission protocol.

6.5.2.9 If the AES is not able to transmit a T channel burst in the assigned T channel burst
reservation, the AES shall send a REQ SU to the GES requesting a reservation for the not transmitted burst.

6.5.2.10 When an AES terminates communications with a GES as the result of a handover procedure
(Section 9), both the AES and the GES shall release all link layer resources which were allocated for data
communication between them.

6.5.2.11 The reference number assigned to an LIDU shall be released when either all the expected
reservations associated with the SU set corresponding to the LIDU have been received at the AES or the
reservation procedure corresponding to that LIDU has been aborted, and after a transmission status indication
LIDU (Table 7.11) indicating success or failure has been sent to the link service user in the AES.

6.5.3 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.5.3.1 Upon receipt of an REQ SU from the AES, the GES shall assign one or more burst
reservations to the AES for the SU set identified in the REQ SU.  When the GES transmits a TACK SU set
indicating error to the AES, the GES shall assign one or more burst reservations for retransmission of the
partial SU set comprised of an RTX SU followed by the missing SUs or retransmission of the complete SU
set.

Note.! A TACK SU indicating error contains a field defining the preset delay to the forthcoming RES SU.
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6.5.3.2 The GES shall send a RES SU to the AES at a time such that there is a subsequent
maximum delay of 8 seconds before the intended SU set transmission time.  If the start of the assigned
reservation is outside the 8-second time window from the time the reservation was made, the GES shall send
an RFC SU to the AES indicating the delay and then shall send the RES SU once the actual time is within
8 seconds of the scheduled reservation time.  If a reservation associated with a TACK SU set indicating errors
or RFC SU previously transmitted cannot be made within the delay specified in the TACK SU set or the RFC
SU, the GES shall send an RFC SU to the AES before the delay period has elapsed.  The RFC SU shall
indicate a new delay to reservation.  The GES shall send RES SU to the AES early enough so that it arrives
in time for the AES to begin sending an SU set at the start of burst reservation.

6.5.3.3 The GES shall not assign overlapping reservations on the same T channel.  The interval
between the end of one reservation and the beginning of the next reservation shall be sufficient to assure that
the T channel bursts reserved by the GES do not overlap.  A long SU set shall be assigned multiple bursts
separated by intervals.  The interval between the multiple burst reservations or between individual reservations
for different SU sets shall be such to allow for the transmission of at least one R channel burst every
8 seconds.  The T channel burst length shall be chosen to allow the R channel and T channel transmissions to
meet the performance requirements in Section 7.  The length of each burst reservation shall be sufficient to
accommodate the burst identifier SU which heads each T channel burst and the total reservation length shall
be at least one SU longer than the requested one.  The GES shall make reservations such that any given AES
shall not be required to transmit at any time on more than one T channel belonging to group of T channels
assigned to the AES.

6.6  Sub-band C channel to-aircraft protocol6.6  Sub-band C channel to-aircraft protocol

Note.! In this subsection, the use of the terms “AES” and “GES” refer to the link layer functions for the
sub-band C channel to-aircraft protocol within the GES and the AES.

6.6.1 GeneralGeneral

6.6.1.1 The link layer functions for an individual sub-band C channel in the to-aircraft direction shall
be as specified in subsections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3.

6.6.2 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.6.2.1 Upon receipt of an LIDU from the circuit-mode link service user (Table 8.2.1) or the GES
management (Table 10.1), the GES shall generate an SU set from the LIDU.  Each SU set shall comprise
either a single signal unit called a “lone signal unit (LSU)” or more than one signal unit of which the first shall
be an “initial signal unit (ISU)” and the following ones shall be “subsequent signal units (SSUs)”.  The SU
set shall be generated by mapping the information contained in the LICI and generated by the internal link
layer protocol processes into the fields of the control information of the appropriate SU.

6.6.2.2 Among all the SUs awaiting transmission, the oldest of the SUs with the highest Q number
shall always be transmitted first.  The SUs of an SU set comprised of multiple SUs shall be transmitted in the
descending order of their sequence numbers (Appendix C, Item 59).
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Note.! The sub-band C channel link layer in the GES does not assign a reference number to the LIDU
received from the circuit-mode link service user.  Instead an application reference number is assigned by the
circuit mode services and is passed to the link layer in the LICI.

6.6.2.3 If there are no SUs to be transmitted, the GES shall transmit fill-in SUs (Appendix B, Figure
AS23).

6.6.3 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.6.3.1 For an SU set comprised of an LSU, the AES shall form an LIDU containing only LICI and
pass the LIDU to the appropriate link service user in the AES.  The LICI shall be generated from the control
information in the received LSU.

6.6.3.2 For an SU set comprised of multiple SUs, the AES shall reassociate and reorder the received
SUs into an SU set according to their application reference number (Appendix C, Item 4), sequence numbers
(Appendix C, Item 59) and Q numbers (Appendix C, Item 43).  Following receipt of an ISU, the AES shall
determine whether or not any more SSUs corresponding to the SU set headed by the ISU are expected from
the GES in accordance with the following criterion:

No more SSUs corresponding to the SU set are expected if either the last SSU in the SU set
or a fill-in SU is received, or if the channel is released.

If an ISU or an LSU with a Q number equal to the Q number of the SU set awaiting completion is received,
the AES shall discard the incomplete SU set awaiting completion.

6.6.3.2.1 If no more SUs corresponding to a transmission of an SU set are expected, the AES shall
determine whether or not there are any missing SUs.  The AES shall then do the following:

a) if there are no missing SUs, the AES shall reassemble the SUs into an LIDU according
to subsection 6.3.4.3 and pass the LIDU to the appropriate link service user in the
AES,

b) if there are any missing SUs, the AES shall not generate an LIDU from the received
incomplete SU set; instead, the AES shall store the received SUs until the other
missing SUs are received in a retransmission of the SU set, or until the channel is
released.

6.6.3.3 C channel crosstalk detection.  If a received SU or SU set contains an AES ID or application
reference number which differs from that which prevailed when the C channel was established, the AES shall
command the AES management to inhibit transmission on the C channel frequency and command the AES
circuit-mode services to terminate the call.
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6.7  Sub-band C channel from-aircraft protocol6.7  Sub-band C channel from-aircraft protocol

Note.! In this subsection, the use of the terms “AES” and “GES” refer to the link layer functions for the
sub-band C channel from-aircraft protocol within the AES and the GES.

6.7.1 GeneralGeneral

6.7.1.1 The link layer functions for an individual sub-band C channel in the from-aircraft direction
shall be as defined in subsections 6.7.2 and 6.7.3.

6.7.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.7.2.1 Upon receipt of an LIDU from the circuit-mode link service user (Table 8.2.1) or the AES
management (Table 9.1), the AES link layer shall generate the corresponding SU set according to subsection
6.6.2.1.

6.7.2.2 Among all the SUs awaiting transmission, the oldest of the SUs with highest Q number shall
always be transmitted first.    The SUs of an SU set comprised of multiple SUs shall be transmitted in the
descending order of their sequence numbers (Appendix C, Item 59).

Note.! The sub-band C channel link layer in the AES does not assign a reference number to the LIDU
received from the circuit-mode link service user.  Instead an application reference number is assigned by the
circuit mode services and is passed to the link layer in the LICI.

6.7.2.3 If there are no SUs to be transmitted, the AES shall transmit fill-in SUs (Appendix B,
Figure AS23).

6.7.3 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.7.3.1 For an SU set comprised of an LSU, the GES shall form an LIDU according to
subsection 6.6.3.1 and pass the LIDU to the appropriate link services user in the GES.

6.7.3.2 For an SU set comprised of multiple SUs, the GES shall reassociate and reorder the received
SUs into an SU set according to their application reference number (Appendix C, Item 4), sequence numbers
(Appendix C, Item 59) and Q numbers (Appendix C, Item 43).  Following receipt of an ISU, the GES shall
determine whether or not any more SSUs corresponding to the SU set headed by the ISU are expected from
the AES in accordance with the following criterion:

No more SSUs corresponding to the SU set are expected if either the last SSU in the SU set
or a fill-in SU is received, or if the channel is released.

If an ISU or an LSU with a Q number equal to the Q number of the SU set awaiting completion is received,
the GES shall discard the incomplete SU set awaiting completion.
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6.7.3.2.1 If no more SUs corresponding to a transmission an SU set are expected, the GES shall
determine whether or not there are any missing SUs.  The GES shall then do the following:

a) if there are no missing SUs, the GES shall reassemble the SUs into an LIDU according
to subsection 6.3.4.3 and pass the LIDU to the appropriate link service user in the
GES,

b) if there are any missing SUs, the GES shall not generate an LIDU from the received
incomplete SU set; instead, the GES shall store the received SUs until the other
missing SUs are received in a retransmission of the SU set, or until the channel is
released.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


